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RECOMMENDED PRE-PROCEDURE EXERCISES 

Agave Pediatrics tongue tie team recommends that exercises for the child be started before the release 
procedure, and to be continued after the procedure.  

Please go over the following sections to familiarize yourself with these exercise protocols. 

Playful Exercises 

Doing playful exercises with your baby while you are considering the Tongue Tie release procedure helps the baby 
become familiar with having objects, including your fingers, in or near their mouth several times a day. Your playful 
interactions will build your baby’s trust as well as your own confidence and expertise with the exercises. While 
meant to be playful and fun, the exercises are chosen systematically and are a necessary part of before and 
aftercare, and recovery to help avoid oral aversion and reattachment. Exercises also encourage the development 
and strengthening of normal tongue movement and blunt the exaggerated gag reflex often seen in babies with 
tongue ties. 

Playful Exercise Tips 

• Start when your baby is in a quiet alert state or early active alert state.

• Talk in a pleasant voice, smile, sing, laugh, and make eye contact with your baby so this is playful and
reassuring for them. Every effort should be made to nurture the baby and yourself in this process. Do as
much skin to skin contact with the baby as possible. If your partner is doing the exercises, they may want
to do skin to skin contact also and may be even join you and the baby. You may do the exercises in a warm
shower with low volume music, if your baby responds well to that. If you do body massages for the baby,
these exercises can become a part of your routine at that time also.

• Stroking the baby’s philtrum (the center indentation above the baby’s lips) will encourage them to open
their mouth. It is a respectful way of “asking permission” to do the exercises. Gentle massaging the cheeks
externally and the lower lip also encourages the baby to open their mouth and initiates rooting, when you
can gently insert the fingers in the mouth to start the exercises.

• Try to do the exercises 3-5 times a day before a procedure.

• Be sure to start with clean, well-rinsed hands! There is truly no need for gloves, but the nails should be well
clipped. Some parents feel more comfortable using gloves and that is okay.

• If your baby fails to respond or looks away, baby is telling you that he or she does not want to cooperate
then this should be respected. If your baby becomes distressed or upset, please respect their cues and stop
the exercises. You can try after a little while when they seem more amenable to interacting with you. Make
sure to provide comfort and console them.
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1. Facial Massage
This can help decrease sensitivity or defensiveness and can also help increase awareness of the face muscles.
Infants with tongue ties can often also have tight cheek muscles. Oral and facial massage techniques can assist
with releasing this tension.

• Cheek massage:
Place your thumb inside the lower corner of the mouth with the thumb pad in contact with the inner cheek.
Place the pad of the index finger on the outer cheek. Gently follow a “c-shaped” movement pattern to
stretch this area. If you feel resistance, pause for a few seconds and you may feel the tension release. If
your baby resists having one finger inside their mouth, you can start with drawing a “c-shaped” line from
their nostril to lower jaw bone (chin). You can also draw lines from their nostril towards their ear as if you
were drawing whiskers. Please use slow and long movements with firm pressure. Fast movement with light
or heavy touch can sometimes startle them and create aversion.

• Follow the Finger (Functional Lateralization Exercise):
Slide pinky or index finger along baby’s lower gums, massaging from one side to the other, encouraging
baby’s tongue to follow your finger from side to side with the tongue. Repeat 3 or 4 times. As you do this,
use your thumb to support your hand and the baby’s jaw to increase stability.

2. Desensitizing the Palate and Gag Reflex
Some babies with a high or bubble palate resist a deep latch because they have a hyper-sensitive gag reflex that
is provoked much closer to the front of the palate than usual gag reflexes. Systematically desensitizing it can be
helpful.

• BIP, BOP, BOOP Game
- Begin with touching baby’s chin saying “BIP”
- Touch baby’s nose saying “BOP”
- Touch baby’s upper lip saying “BOOP” (touching the upper lip will tell baby to open mouth)
- Press down on the center of baby’s tongue saying “BEEP” (if baby does not open mouth when upper lip is

touched, tickling the lower lip may help)
o (Catherine Watson Genna: Supporting Sucking Skills in Breastfeeding Infants)

3. Tug-o-war (Strengthening exercise):
Touch baby's upper lip to encourage them to open wide. When you child does, slide your finger in their mouth,
pad up, on top of their tongue and allow them to suck. While your baby sucks and you press down on their
tongue slightly, gently play tug-o-war, pulling your finger out slightly and letting them work to suck you back in.
This can be especially helpful just before baby breastfeeds since it helps baby learn proper tongue movement
for breastfeeding.

4. Upper Lip Stretches
Place pad of index finger along philtrum and follow the boundaries of the lip towards the chin. It will look like
you are drawing a mustache on your baby’s face and can become a fun activity. Please use slow and long
movements with firm pressure. Again, fast movement can sometimes increase the chances of aversion.

• Grandma Squeeze:
This is a fun exercise that mimics how grandmothers so lovingly pinch your cheeks together to make fish
lips.

• Flip the Lip:
This is really exactly what it sounds like. Take two fingers and place between the upper gum and the upper
lip and elevate the upper lip. This stretches the upper lip and makes the tie more prominent to look at.
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